Abstract

Acoustic wave chemical sensors have several features such as high resolution and sensitivity, fast response-recovery time, superb overall stability and high dynamic range, which determine their appropriateness for gas analyte detection. The usability of acoustic sensors requires specific knowledge relating to the sensing mechanism, the properties of different acoustic wave modes and the criteria for selection of sensitive layers, involved in a wide range of gas-phase applications. This paper reports the most commonly used metal oxide film coated acoustic wave sensors, as well as their operation principle and practical application. Several advantages and disadvantages of each particular acoustic wave device are identified and the selectivity of the sensors is presented and discussed.
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Introduction

Acoustic wave chemical sensors (AWCS) have attracted considerable interest of the sensor community because of important features such as high resolution and sensitivity, fast response-recovery time, superb overall stability and high dynamic range [1-3]. They can be classified in three main categories: sensors utilizing surface, bulk and guided acoustic waves. These waves are mechanical vibrations excited in piezoelectric crystals, where the wave velocity of propagation matches the velocity of sound in solids, hence the name acoustic. The surface acoustic waves (SAWs) are generated by means of two interdigital transducers (IDT), which are interlocking comb-shaped metal electrode devices with a certain finger periodicity, situated on a piezoelectric substrate [4]. By applying a RF signal, whose frequency matches the IDT’s synchronous frequency, the former is converted most efficiently into a mechanical vibration. Thus, for SAW sensors, the finger periodicity determines the electrical periodicity and with the choice of substrate gives the fundamental resonant frequency. For the case of guided waves an additional metal grating or thin (nm range) solid film is needed between the IDTs to prevent wave diffraction into the bulk and confine the energy close to the surface [5,6]. Depending on the energy trapping mechanism, the generated acoustic wave can be surface transverse wave (STW) or Love wave (LW). STW and LW sensors are very similar to the SAW ones, but the choice of different crystal cut yields shear horizontal instead of Rayleigh wave. The third category of devices exploits bulk acoustic waves (BAWs). Their excitation is through an AT-cut quartz substrate mounted between two circular metal electrodes [7] or sandwich-type structure consisting of thin piezoelectric membrane (usually AlN or ZnO) and two metallic layer electrodes [8]. Since AW sensors are fabricated on piezoelectric substrates, the detection process involves mechanical and/or electrical perturbations. Therefore, these devices are sensitive mainly to physical parameters, which may interact with the mechanical and/or electrical component of the wave.

This paper considers the operation principle of the most commonly used metal oxide film coated acoustic sensors. Several advantages and disadvantages of each device are identified. Finally, the selectivity of the sensors and their practical application are presented and discussed.

Operation principle of metal oxide film coated AWCS

Acoustic sensors utilizing SAWs and STWs

Regardless the chosen acoustic wave mode (Rayleigh SAW or STW) and device configuration (delay line or resonator), the operation principle of metal oxide film coated SAW sensors is identical and schematically illustrated on Figure 1.

Figure 1: Operation principle of metal oxide film coated AWCS utilizing SAWs and STWs.

A delay line configuration or two-port resonator (shown on Figure 1) fabricated on a temperature compensated cut of piezoelectric quartz, typically ST-cut for SAW and AT-cut for STW, is coated with a thin (~nm) metal oxide layer and mounted in a sensor head [9]. This type of sensitive coating is characterized by physical sorption, which
means that it has the ability to absorb/adsorb gas molecules if a chemical compound of interest is applied to its surface. Subsequently, when the gas is flushed away with dry air from the sensor head, all analyte molecules will restlessly escape from the film. During the gas sorption, the sensitive layer becomes heavier, leading to an increased mass loading on the sensor surface. As a result, the acoustic wave propagation velocity decreases and a mass dependent resonance frequency downshift \( \Delta f \), referred to as “sensor signal”, is observed [10].

It has recently been reported, that metal oxide film coated acoustic sensors utilizing SAWs find wide application for high sensitive detection of volatile organic compounds [11], ammonia [12], hydrogen [13], nitrogen dioxide [14] etc. For instance, organic vapor concentrations in the range of 500-5000 ppm result in a frequency downshift of 100 kHz to 2.4 MHz [11]. This is of crucial importance for monitoring the concentration of these gases in industrial areas and factories, as they can cause serious health problems. The major advantage of SAW devices is their high sensitivity and resolution due to the high operation frequency (up to the GHz range). However, they possess low temperature stability [15,16], compared to the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), which can be a serious drawback during measurements in “real world” conditions.

**Acoustic sensors utilizing BAWs**

The most commonly used BAW sensor is the QCM, developed by Sauerbrey in 1959 [7]. This device can operate well both in gas and liquid medium [17,18] and its operation principle as a gas sensor is presented on Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Operation principle of a metal oxide film coated QCM in a gas medium](image)

The QCM consist of an AT-cut quartz crystal, sandwiched between two circular metal electrodes, and a metal oxide sensitive layer deposited on the upper surface, as shown in Figure 2. A simple pictorial acoustic view of an unloaded QCM shows that a strong reflection occurs at the solid-air interface [19] due to a major distinction in the acoustic impedances (Vacoustic wave/air ~ 300 m/s; Vacoustic wave/solid ~ 3000 m/s). In this case the crystal substrate forms an acoustic cavity in which a standing wave is created. The deposition of a metal oxide coating does not alter the fact that there is a strong reflection boundary at the solid-air interface, but leads to an extension of the cavity and decrease in the resonance frequency. By using the density of the layer this can be interpreted as a frequency downshift proportional to the mass per unit area i.e. Sauerbrey equation [7]. During gas sorption, the sensitive film changes its density and mass, which induces an additional frequency shift, known as “sensor signal”, similarly to SAW sensors. The film bulk acoustic wave resonator (FBAR) has identical operation principle, but with a few advantages, including ability to fabricate devices using standard CMOS processing and materials allowing integration with CMOS control circuitry; reduced volume and size, and higher sensitivity [8].

Metal oxide film coated QCMs find practical application as detectors of warfare agents [20] and various gas analytes [21]. The low detection limit to dimethyl methylphosphonate (35 ppb) and other gases is of key importance for anti-terrorism purposes and health risk assessment in industrial areas and factories. The main advantage of the QCM, compared to SAW sensors, is the extreme thermal stability (< 1 ppm/°C) [22], but the crystal thickness dependent operation frequency leads to a lower mechanical robustness at high frequencies.

**Acoustic sensors utilizing guided waves**

These acoustic devices operate with “guided” shear horizontal (SH) surface acoustic wave modes. To obtain a wave guiding effect it is necessary to apply an additional metal grating or thin solid film (~nm) onto sensor’s surface, acting as a waveguide, which traps the energy close to the surface. The scheme of this effect is illustrated on Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Schematic representation of the energy-trapping effect: a) surface shallow bulk wave (SSBW) and b) surface transverse wave (STW).](image)

If the SH-wave is excited and detected through two IDTs, separated by a free surface from each other as shown in Figure 3, then the wave is SSBW [23]. In this case, the wave energy is radiated under angle \( \theta \) with respect to the surface and diffracts into the bulk of the crystal. This results in an increased insertion loss, especially if the IDTs are on a large distance from each other. However, if a metal strip grating, with an equal periodicity as the IDTs, is deposited between them, it slows down the wave because of the reflection in each individual metal strip. Thus, the k-vector becomes parallel to the surface, trapping the acoustic wave and preventing its diffraction into the bulk. Due to the confinement most of the energy adjacent to the surface, these types of sensors are characterized by higher sensitivity compared to their QCM and SAW counterparts. By changing the metal strip grating with thin solid film, the wave can be transformed from STW to Love wave. The latter occurs only if the wave velocity in the layer is lower than in the substrate [6].

**Selectivity of metal oxide film coated AWCS**

Selectivity refers to the ability of a sensor to distinguish among the analyte under investigation and possible interferants [24]. For the case of acoustic wave chemical sensors, this property depends on the coating material. In “real world” conditions, perfect selectivity to a single chemical compound is unattainable if one uses simple polymer, organic or inorganic films (including metal oxides). However, desirable selectivity for a particular application could be achieved if the nature and the number of potential interferants are known [24]. The focus of research in the field of acoustic wave sensor development has been to achieve selectivity by using different types of coatings. The
ideal coating will exhibit high sensitivity (maximum frequency deviation upon absorption/adsorption of a certain amount of gas) towards the analyte of interest, but low sensitivity to other species. One strategy to achieve this goal is by tailoring the chemical properties of the film to those of the target analyte. Hence, the sensitive layer will interact dominantly with the investigated chemical compound at the expense of the others in the mixture. Another possibility is to use an acoustic wave sensor array system [25], where 2x2 non-continuously working oscillators are equipped with coated SAW sensors. Although these strategies are powerful, the issue of selectivity continues to represent the most active area of research for this class of sensors [24].

Conclusion

The operation principle of the most commonly used metal oxide film coated AWCS was illustrated and discussed. The possible practical applications of these devices, as well as their advantages and disadvantages were identified. Finally, the problem with the selectivity of the sensors was presented and discussed.
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